Red Hill Council
A Private Non-Profit Organization Supported by BLM, Town of Carbondale, Aspen Skiing Company Environment
Foundation & Volunteers

January 16, 2012
Mr. Steve Bennett
BLM CO Colorado River Valley Field Office
2300 River Frontage Road
Silt, CO 81652
Dear Mr. Bennett:
I am writing this letter on behalf of the Red Hill Council to provide input on the 2011 BLM Draft Resource
Management Plan. The Red Hill Council is a 501(c)(3) private nonprofit volunteer organization that has worked
closely with the BLM Colorado River Valley Field Office under a memorandum of understanding (MOU) since 2001
and prior to that, as a community partner beginning in 1996. Our work has focused on the BLM Red Hill Special
Recreation Management Area (SRMA), but we have been involved with other BLM lands in the Carbondale,
Colorado area.
Red Hill is an extremely popular recreation site (over 55,000 user days per year) for Roaring Fork Valley residents
and visitors. Our efforts are a partnership between citizens, local government, businesses and BLM. For 20 years,
we have partnered with BLM to help plan, complete projects and manage these lands. The Council is dedicated to
address recreation needs, protect wildlife, and support long-term stewardship.
Red Hill Council offers the following input on the Draft RMP. Note: Text recommended for elimination is in strikethrough text and new text to be added is in italic-underline.
Zone G - Comments Specific to Red Hill Area - Volume III Appendix: A, Figure O-26.
1) Support retention of the SRMA designation for all of Red Hill.
2) Prefer Alternative B travel routes with the following modifications.
Remove Route 8295 as a "route". This is an old two track roadway that the Red Hill Council has been
working with BLM to reclaim. This reclamation was part of the reroute on the North Side of an original trail that
followed the alignment of Route 8295. Continued use of Route 8295 (even infrequently) adversely impacts
reclamation efforts and adds to gully erosion. Use of Route 8295 also keeps it physically visible and will draw other
uses to this route that will diminish reclamation efforts and add to erosion.
3) The travel route maps for Zone G do not show the existing trail complex that exists in the northwest quadrant that
is clearly evident in aerial photography. This area has been used in the past for commercial horse tours originating
from Cattle Creek. These trails are illegally used by motorized vehicles accessing from adjacent private lands on
Cattle Creek. The following Google 9/23/2011 aerial photograph clearly shows this trail complex. This complex
should be shown on the travel management maps.
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4) Red Hill Council supports future investigation of this area for reclamation of inappropriate trails and consideration
of viable routes for inclusion in the Zone G Alternative B mechanized route designations.
Zone G - Comments Specific to Fisher Creek - Volume III Appendix: A, Figure O-26.
1) Support Alternative B travel routes with the following modifications.
a) Provide connecting loop routes from trails 8291/8291-A to 8290 and 8290-A based upon field investigation,
planning and analysis. There is an existing roadway that was constructed in conjunction with the power line
across Fisher Creek and other trails (human, game or bovine created) that follow logical alignments and can
serve as starting points for new route investigations. The existing double-track road through Fisher Creek (8290)
is a poor alignment in the steeper locations and has been subject to severe gully erosion. There is no need to
maintain the existing double track in its entirety because of the restricted motorized access. Well-designed
sustainable single-track routes would offer a less impacting and more appropriate trail for public access. See
Attached Fisher Creek Map.
It should be noted that BLM has asked if the Red Hill Council was interested in overseeing the Fisher Creek area
in a similar capacity to its involvement with Red Hill. The Red Hill Council voted to support that concept. The
details of the Red Hill Council involvement in Fisher Creek will depend upon further discussions and
negotiations with BLM. Any affirmative decision on that expands involvement would require a revision to the
existing memorandum of understanding (MOU) with BLM.
Zone G - Comments Specific to Fisher Creek - Volume IV: Appendix K, Page 6.
1) Support ERMA designation for Fisher Creek.
Zone G - Comments Specific to Red Hill Area - Volume IV: Appendix K, Pages 51 through 54.
Page 52 Supporting Management Action and Allowable Use Decisions, Comprehensive Trails and Travel
Management.
1) Modify first bullet as follows. "The area is classified as closed to motorized vehicle use and limited to designated
routes for mountain bikes all uses."
2) Modify second bullet as follows. "Except for the Mushroom Rock area, the SRMA is closed to motorized and
mechanized travel by all uses from December 1 to April 15 to protect wintering big-game species." Presently, these
areas are only closed to motorized and mechanized use during this timeframe and are open to all other uses including
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users with dogs off leashes. This is inconsistent with the objective of protecting wintering big-game species and
identified wildlife concerns.
3) Add a new bullet as follows. "Dogs on Red Hill shall be leashed at all times to protect wildlife values, minimize
adverse impacts to other recreational users and to keep dogs on designated routes." Dogs are currently allowed off
leash in all areas of Red Hill at all times of the year. This policy is inconsistent with the objective of protecting
wildlife values. Dogs off leashes adversely impact the recreational experience of those users without dogs and place
additional costs and labor demands on the Red Hill Council volunteers and BLM to pay for and service dog waste
disposal facilities. It is recognized that there is a demand for dog walking activities on Red Hill, but dog owners
must take an active responsibility for their animals.
Page 52 Supporting Management Action and Allowable Use Decisions, Firearm Use Restriction.
1) Add a new bullet to read as follows. "The use of firearms and weaponry for hunting is restricted to black powder
and bow hunting." Eliminating the use of high-powered rifles is important to protect public safety and the
recreational values on Red Hill. A reduction in hunting activities will serve to enhance the identified wildlife values
in the Red Hill area. Red Hill can serve as a wildlife production area to feed surrounding public lands where hunting
is allowed. A full winter closure to all uses of the North Side will further enhance this benefit.
Page 53 Implementation-Level Decisions Included in This RMP Revision, Comprehensive Trails and Travel
Management.
1) Modify the first bullet as follows. "A site-specific travel network of roads and trails available for public use and
any limitations placed on that use would be included in the land use plan to the extent practical. In some areas, the
final travel management network of trails would be determined, at the implementation level (on- the-ground) due to
the complexity of the area and incomplete data."
2) Modify the third bullet as follows. "Construct new mountain bike trails on the North Side, including the northwest
area and the east area, to create a few more loop trails and make trail connections to new access points." Planning
of these new trails would be completed in cooperation with the Red Hill Council and BLM based upon field
investigation and analysis. Construction of trails would be done in cooperation with Red Hill Council, BLM, trail
organizations and area volunteers. The following map shows the general location of areas where new trails would be
constructed.
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Page 53 Best Management Practices to Guide Implementation-Level Management, Management.
1) Modify the first bullet as follows. "Reroute trails that create resource damage and trespass on private property and
close trails from private lands onto Red Hill that provide access for illegal motorized use."
2) Modify the second bullet as follows. "Develop additional access (e.g., Aspen Glen and/or Cattle Creek, Crystal
Springs Road and/or County Road 112."
3) Modify the fourth bullet as follows. "With stakeholder involvement, apply adaptive management (e.g., limits of
acceptable change) which focuses on a cycle of designing-implementing-monitoring-evaluating-adjusting
implementation actions to respond to future recreation issues and results of monitoring including, but not limited to,
demand for new trail construction, new and/or modification of existing access points, scientifically-based wildlife
enhancement/protection and similar topics."
4) Add a fifth bullet as follows. "Allow existing grazing leases to expire and not be reinstated to protect sensitive
vegetation, damage to wildlife habitat, trampling of potential cultural sites, introduction of noxious weeds, and
diminution of the recreation experience.” The grazing leases have not been used for many years and remain inactive.
The grazing resource is poor and would be seriously damaged by grazing activities. The recreation values on the
North Side would be seriously diminished by grazing use.
Page 53 Best Management Practices to Guide Implementation-Level Management, Administration.
1) Eliminate the third bullet. "As one part of a comprehensive funding strategy to support recreation sites and
services, the BLM (with partner support) may charge fees for standard or expanded amenity recreation sites and
services."
Page 53 Best Management Practices to Guide Implementation-Level Management, Information and Education.
1) Modify the second bullet as follows. "Work with local tourism groups, local businesses and the Red Hill Council
to tailor information and maps to the needs and wants of local customers. Provide information at local outlets and
on-site locations only. Strongly discourage any nonlocal marketing or promotion of Red Hill." Increasing usage
demands on Red Hill and particularly in the Mushroom Rock area place excessive demands on BLM and the Red
Hill Council that make it difficult to respond to the impacts. Further promotion of Red Hill without additional
funding and resource allocation from BLM and those interests that benefit from promotion of the resource will serve
to degrade the recreation experience and the resource.
Page 54 Best Management Practices to Guide Implementation-Level Management, Monitoring.
1) Modify the second bullet as follows. "If future monitoring indicates that social RSC's are not being achieved,
resource damage is occurring or user conflicts need to be addressed, the CRVFO may consider with the Red Hill
Council and stakeholders all options to mitigate resource damage and/or conflicts including, but not limited to,
additional access points, better dispersal of use, additional trails/loops and only as a last resort, create consider an
allocation system or apply group size limits for private and commercial recreation use.
Other Comments.
During the public scoping process for the Resource Management Plan, strong support was identified for conveniently
located public trails and open public lands in the central Roaring Fork Valley and around Carbondale, Colorado.
This support identified the importance of public lands for non-motorized recreation activities that include hiking,
long distance running, mountain biking and similar outdoor activities. This user population has a strong ethic for
protection of the natural resources and public lands. Considerable support was identified for winter closures that
include all user groups in order to protect important wildlife values. Motorized activities and extractive operations
result in severe damage to the public lands resource and drew little support from participants. The Resource
Management Plan in the Roaring Fork Valley should continue to recognize these public interests and the final version
of the RMP should accurately reflect this input.
The Crown, Fisher Creek and Thompson Creek are important BLM resources in the Roaring Fork Valley/Carbondale
area that are an outlet for physical exercise, developing skills and abilities, challenge/sport, enjoying
wildlife/scenery/views and experiencing the natural surroundings. The RMP must support and protect these
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important values for the long-term. These near-by public lands are very important to Red Hill because they offer
alternative locations for close-by recreation opportunities (including hunting) that improve physical health, enhance
community pride/satisfaction, support environmental awareness/stewardship and cultivate the Valley’s outdoor
oriented lifestyle. These public lands help disperse the robust demand for trail use that occurs on Red Hill. Without
these locations remaining open and responsive to non-motorized recreation needs, Red Hill would be more severely
impacted. In addition, specious limitations on close-by BLM lands for recreation would likely drive users deeper
into other public lands (BLM and Forest Service), possibly in inappropriate areas, without adequate planning or
oversight by land management agencies. Focusing recreational use to suitable nearby areas and responding to these
user population needs by BLM, builds trust and support in the user populations for the "process" used by land
management agencies for good planning and management.
The Red Hill Council has greatly valued its partnership with the BLM over the past 16 years. This model
relationship offers vital and necessary support to BLM to fulfill their mission without the need to increase staffing or
allocation of limited financial resources. The Red Hill Council is willing to consider expansion of its role to other
BLM lands in the Carbondale area. Contemplation of an expanded role would necessarily be based upon further
discussions with BLM, definition of responsibilities and availability of resources. The Red Hill Council looks
forward to future discussions with BLM on this topic.
The members of the Red Hill Council appreciate the opportunity to offer this important input on the 2011 Draft
Resource Management Plan and looks forward to continued participation in this process to ensure that the public
interests are maximized by this planning effort.
Sincerely,

Davis Farrar
Red Hill Council - President

0165 BASALT MOUNTAIN DRIVE • CARBONDALE, COLORADO • 81623
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Fisher Creek Map Showing Possible
Loop Connections to Alternative B
Proposed Routes

